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Abstract content
In the analysis of Imaging Air Cerenkov Telescope (IACT) data, offset and/or extended source
observations require more sophisticated schemes for determining the presence and statistical signifi-
cance of any excess gamma ray signal than the standard Li and Ma On-Off technique that has been
conventionally used in the analysis of point sources. Although arrays of multiple telescopes have
much less background contamination than a single IACT, they cannot eliminate all the background.
In this paper we present a maximum likelihood method for determining both the presence and
statistical significance of a possible gamma ray source in a field of non-zero background events.
The method utilizes the ratio of the likelihood function under two hypotheses: first that the data
can be explained by a pure background model and second that a source is present on top of the
background, its strength given by maximization of the likelihood function. The method requires
detailed knowledge of the detector response to background events, and the gamma ray point spread
function in the detector. It produces a value for the signal strength along with the probability that
the signal is inconsistent with being due to background alone.
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